Reflective practice
Single-loop learning = becoming aware of
the problem or challenge in the situation.

What is happening here?
What do I experience?
What is the situation?

Double-loop learning = understanding
underlying factors or mechanisms.

Why is this happening?
Why do I act in this way?
What are the underlying

How do I know that I deployed the
right activity, or chose the right tone?
How can I reorient my perspective or
practice; and towards what?

Triple-loop learning = a process wherein existing frames of thought are
‘reopened’, as to change the practice or undertaken activities more fundamentally.

Reflexivity

Understand that we all
have our own assumptions
and perspectives derived
from personal, emotional,
social, cultural, historical
and political influences

Acknowledge that our
actions influence the
knowledge and
perspectives of others and
that these actions may in
turn be judged through
individual perspectives

Re-evaluate how our
personal situation,
fixed beliefs and social
context influences the
information we find
and how we interpret it

Recognise that our own
worldviews and contexts
influence the information
we find, how we interpret
it, and what we deem
trustworthy or the truth

Actively examine
the assumptions
embedded within
our actions and
experiences

and change
your practice
based on this
re-evaluation

Openness

Open to and respectful of a
wide range of evidence,
sources, new information
and perspectives; also
when they may counter
your own perspective or
beliefs.

Take a broad range
of perspectives into
account, and not
only your own
experiences and
perspectives.

Be prepared to
revise perspectives
and actions based
on new information,
evidence and
insights

Be curios to what
others have to say,
suspend your
judgements, and be
honest about the
limits of your own
knowledge

Be aware and
respectfull of
others’ goals,
ideas and
perspectives

Embody a
willingness to
change your
mind

VIRTUE 2
Critically reflect on your assumptions and worldviews, and how this
influences your science communication practice
Due to digitalisation and the rise of social media channels there is an abundance of scientific information available to anyone who has internet access.
This has resulted in a society wherein different perspectives on scientific facts are openly voiced and disputed online and that polarisation around
scientific topics have become more explicit. Communicating scientists and science communicators are increasingly confronted with science sceptics who
have ‘opinions’ about scientific information and who believe that scientific facts are not ‘universal truths’. This leads to many science communicators still
falling into the ‘knowledge-deficit trap’. Their typical response to science sceptics is to explain the scientific facts one more time. At the same time, we
know that people make sense of science on the basis of their personal situation and social context, which includes people’s values, emotions,
worldviews, their surrounding community and culture, and economic position (Rerimassie et al., 2021).
It is important to challenge these persistent thoughts about audiences and the way in which these perspectives towards science and audiences influence
how we practice science communication. What assumptions do I make about my audience? What am I not seeing? With whom am I not interacting?
Should I engage them differently? And how can I transform my practice, so that I can connect to the personal and contextual notions that people have
towards science?
Our Rethinkerspace members challenged their assumptions about audiences, and subsequently, tinkered with their daily practice accordingly (Roedema
et al., 2021b). They found how suspending judgement, being open about their personal reflections and emotions in science communication outputs - next
to merely presenting scientific facts -, and listening, had enriched the interactions they had with audiences.
Take a look at this example from an immunologist who took part in developing a reflective practice. He has been a frequent guest at a radio show during
the Covid-19 pandemic. He reflected a lot about who he wanted to reach with his communication activities, and came to the conclusion that he
predominantly wanted to convince anti-vaxxers that getting vaccinated is essential for society to get through the pandemic sooner.

“Before the pandemic, I saw the anti-vax movement as a
committed community, but a minority in society. I thought
that their beliefs were spreading, but I didn’t at all think
they were mainstream. As an immunologist I found these
views slightly infuriating in the face of a monumental
amount of scientific data, showing that vaccines work and
that they are safe.”

The immunologist reflected on his own assumptions and beliefs after each show. He discovered that
his medical background was influencing his statements in the show heavily, and that he was not able
anymore to be open-up and consider a variety of relevant other information or perspectives on science.
He was dismissive of the legitimate worries that other people had during the peak of the pandemic.
These insights are what made the immunologist transform his practice, from convincing his audience
by transmitting factual information in his radio show, to communicating out of empathy and
understanding, and incorporating emotions and personal reflections.

“Reflecting on where I come from, on my own
worldview and perspective on science, ensures
that I am more empathetic to people’s valid
concerns, without pandering to the extreme
conspiracies. I think it is better to assume that
your “invisible” audience does have concerns and
attempt to address those (imagined) concerns,
rather than just bombarding them with more
facts about vaccines. I still feel deeply frustrated
by extreme anti-vax views, but I am far more
understanding of the underlying emotions and
personal situations of people. This insight helps
me with deploying a different approach to my
communication practice. I think if someone is on
the fence about vaccines, then approaching them
empathetically is absolutely crucial. Some
scientists and scicommers risk further polarising
people towards anti-vax views. I think it’s really
harmful to just tell people that they are wrong,
and throw facts and judgement at them.”

#reflect

#worldview

#understanding
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